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Abstract. In e-Science, scientific workflow systems are used to share
data and knowledge in collaborative experiments. In recent work we dis-
cussed the concepts of a workflow bus [1], allowing multiple workflow
systems to be coupled in a meta-workflow system with multiple execu-
tion models. In this paper we propose an approach for a formal model
to perform the task of reasoning of about the execution models of such
workflow systems. We propose that I/O Automata can be used as a
formalism to prove the correctness of complicated workflows involving
multiple workflow engines and execution models.
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1 Introduction

In scientific workflow research many different implementations of workflow sys-
tems exist [2,3,4,5]. These systems vary in the formal models by which workflows
are described and execution semantics are interpreted, sometimes even allowing
multiple execution models within one system [2]. This is in part a result of the
different types of applications they try to support, which can have very different
requirements. It is also in part due to a lack of standards, each system having its
own workflow definition language. The execution models in the Business Process
community control easily map onto Petri Nets and thus formal reasoning about
workflows is mostly done using Petri Nets [6]. But where business workflows are
about describing actual business processes, scientific experiments are more con-
strained and need to be exactly reproducible. Within e-science not only are there
more diverse execution models, there also is a need to use different models within
one application. This can be catered for by systems such as Kepler [2]. Further-
more, the need to combine different workflow management systems within one
scientific experiment is emerging. Solutions such as the workflow bus [1] are
being developed within our research group to suit these needs.

Working with different execution models within one experiment can seriously
complicate the design procedure. A way to prove the correctness of these com-
plicated experiments is needed, as well as assistance in exploring the workflow
design space. Therefore we need a formal model to reason about the associated
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design issues. In previous work we used Turing machines as a formal model to
reason about workflow design [7]. One of the advantages to this approach was
that we could isolate the execution model in our formal description, allowing us
to reason about every possible type of workflow. Being able to reason on this
level can give a formal basis for studying meta workflow problems such as the
workflow bus [1].

In this paper we introduce an existing formal model called Input Output
Automata [8](abbreviated to I/O Automata), to perform the task of reasoning
about workflow design.

2 Workflow Design Problem

To reason about workflow design one needs a formal model to represent work-
flows. One often employed formalism is petri-nets. They are well suited to study
control flow in workflows [6]. There are more issues involved in workflow design:

– Connectivity, are two workflow components compatible both in data type
and runtime behavior.

– Workflow Provenance, can the experiment be exactly reproduced using the
provenance data recorded by a workflow system.

– Workflow representation, what level of detail is desired in a workflow de-
scription.

For our research into a workflow bus where multiple (sub) workflows with dif-
ferent execution models are connected, these other issues play a more important
part. We propose the use of I/O automata as a formal representation for rea-
soning about workflow representation and runtime behavior.

I/O Automata were first introduced by Lynch and Tuttle [8], and have been
used for the study of concurrent computing problems. They form a labeled state
transition system consisting of a set of states, a set of actions divided into input-
internal- and output actions(as illustrated in figure3) and a set of transitions
which consists of triples of state, action and state. This allows us to study the
inherently concurrent nature of workflow systems. One of the characterizing
properties of I/O Automata is that input actions are ”input enabled”, they have
to accept and act upon any input. Figure 4 illustrates both that the ”input
enabled” property defines connections between automata as well as one I/O au-
tomaton being computationally equivalent to a composition of several automata.

We study reasoning about representation as a hierarchical problem. Here ab-
stract descriptions should be computationally equivalent to detailed low level
descriptions of workflows. This requirement is satisfied by a property called com-
positionality. In figure 4 compositionality for I/O automata is illustrated.

The composition of a workflow representation starts with a desired input and
output as well as a set of available building blocks. The representation of a
workflow needs to strike a balance between generality and specificness, resulting
in an ideal workflow which is neither to abstract nor to detailed. This idea is
illustrated in figure 2, both a top down and bottom up approach are possible.
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In the first, the initial input and output requirements are refined into multiple
workflow steps. In the second, existing resources are combined (automatically)
until they satisfy requirements. The design process can be formalized in a lattice
as we did in our previous work [7]. This lattice is set up between the most abstract
and most detailed representations of the computational process that a workflow
satisfies. In other words, in this design lattice only the representation differs. All
different representations within this lattice are computationally equivalent.

Fig. 1. Workflow design lattice Fig. 2. Workflow design problem

Fig. 3. I/O Automaton Fig. 4. Illustration of compositionality principle

Workflow components are very general computational elements, which can
be modeled as an I/O Automaton. Workflow systems in practice use different
execution models based on either data-flow or control flow. To model these execu-
tion models I/O Automata representing workflow components need constraints
placed on them. In [9] it is shown how the Kahn principle, used as a basis for
some data-flow execution models, can be modeled using I/O Automata. The
main constraints are that the automata have to be deterministic and all connec-
tions are one to one.

3 Conclusions and Future Work

I/O Automata may not provide the answer to all problems involved in creating
a workflow bus and other formalisms may be needed. However I/O Automata
are suitable for reasoning about workflow representation as well as the runtime
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behavior of complicated workflows involving multiple workflow engines and ex-
ecution models. Using I/O Automata as a formalism, automatic workflow com-
position can be easily modeled and studied. In future work we plan to give a
detailed overview of which formalisms are best suited to what part of workflow
design. Furthermore we will show how existing tools for I/O Automata can be
used to provide practical support in the workflow design process.
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